Activity Monitor for Infor-Lawson Software
Committed to your success.

Founded in 1983, Kinsey has provided software sales, implementation, support and development for 32 years.
Lawson reseller and implementation partner since 1997.
Lawson certified systems integrator partner.
Lawson complementary software partner.
Lawson’s “Go to” implementation partner for public sector.
Provide complementary Lawson software products.
Our Solution

Activity Monitor for Infor-Lawson
Security Reporting
Provides detailed analysis of both Lawson S3 and Landmark security including all assignments for Users, Actors, Roles, Security Classes, Tokens, Rules, Attributes, Business Classes, Executables and Modules.

Security Modeling & Utilities
Create ‘what-if’ scenarios within your security model without changing any security settings and report back on what users are affected.

Security Auditing
Our security audit report enables you to monitor all changes to your security model including the before and after values of any specific setting.
Segregation of Duties (SoD)
SoD reports validate that the correct checks and balances have been implemented within the security model to avoid potential fraudulent activity.

Activity Monitor
Provides insight and control over your Lawson applications by monitoring user activity. Use this information to validate your Lawson security settings, monitor sensitive user activity, measure peak usage times or monitor software usage patterns.

SoD Conflict Remediation
Our SoD Remediation tools provide further insight into SoD violations by uniquely identifying conflicts with actual utilization.
Activity Monitor is one of many components included with our Compliance Dashboard.

Features
- Security Reporting
- Security Analyzer
- Security Auditing
- Object Modeling
- Role Modeling
- Object Comparison
- Security Visualizer
- Security Utilities

Expedite the Audit Review Process
Activity Monitor is designed to provide insight and control over your Lawson applications. Extensive metadata analytics allow you to closely monitor how your applications are being used and where you may be exposed to a security risk. You can use this information to validate your Lawson security settings, monitor user activity, measure peak usage times or monitor software usage patterns. With the added capability of providing the transaction record keys, Activity Monitor is an invaluable auditing tool when questions arise surrounding changes made to your Lawson system.
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AM Dashboard
Quickly view the number of transactions being processed in your Lawson application for selected time periods or choose to see the details via your browser or Microsoft Excel pivot tables.
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Browser Query

By selecting the source of the transaction; Portal, Smart Office, Mingle or MS Add-ins you can see who is currently working in Lawson and the transactions they are processing in real time.

Additional selection criteria allows you to isolate a specific user on a selected date. Using the drill option you can view the transaction details for a specific user session.
An alternative to viewing the activity through your browser you can import the data into our prebuilt Microsoft pivot tables.

View the Number of Transactions Processed:
- By User
- By User/Token
- By User/System Code
Activity Monitor – Reporting

Compliance Dashboard for Infor-Lawson

Grid Reporting

Our browser based grid reporting provides direct real time access your monitoring data.

Sort, Filter and Group your data by:

- User
- Form
- IP Address
- Date/Time
- Record Key

All Activity Monitor data can be displayed using our LS reporting application. This allows you to create unlimited custom reports and associate actual usage to a users security settings.
Services
We can help.

Upgrades
Our staff of certified consultants and project managers can guide your clients through the complete upgrade process.

ERP Consulting
Kinsey consultants have been implementing net new Lawson implementations for over 18 years. Our consultants are Lawson certified in every application suite.

Security Consulting
Our team of security consultants have helped over 60 Lawson clients build and maintain Lawson Security.
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